
 

 

 

 

Minutes of the Safety &Access Control Committee 
Tuesday, December 12, 2017 at 10:00am (Scheduled) 

The Card Room at the Varsity Club 
7671 The Park Boulevard, University Park, FL 34201 

 
 
The following Committee Members were present:  Gio Cantarella, David Cohen, Lloyd Kramer, Larry 
Newman, Harry See, and Enjoli Collins, CMS 
Committee Members absent:  Randy Bennett, Dan Carter, and Jeff Caufield 
Guest attendees:  Carolan Marquet of Wentworth, Lars Lundholm of The Boltons, Allan Gershman of 
Highgate, and Stephen Japhe of Notting Hill 
 
Dave Cohen called the meeting to order at 10:02 am  
 
Attendance 

 Attendance Sheet was passed around and maintained by Enjoli Collins 
 

Additional Newsletter Feedback 

The additional feedback to the Newsletter was discussed and the responses to individuals that 

corresponded with the Committee was highlighted by G Cantarella. Mr Garrett emailed a question as to 

the discussion on cycling on the pavement (sic in his email).  G Cantarella will respond to his 

correspondence. David Cohen highlighted the Florida regulations on the matter that will be circulated to 

the Committee.  

Cycling on Sidewalks Pavement 

It is preferable for cyclists to ride on the street in the direction of vehicle travel. However, when Cyclists 

ride on the sidewalk they must announce their presence and intention to pass; pedestrians always have 

the right of way on the sidewalk.  

ACTION: Larry Newman and Randy Bennett 

Speeding/Rollerblading/Drone/Parking Policies 

Speeding issues were discussed and G Cantarella to circulate his memo on the matter, of 18 November 

to the Committee outlining his 4 streams of users. This is a continuing problem that needs awareness, 

usage and attitude changes. Policy to be developed for proposal to the Board.  Police to be contacted for 

their recommendations of latest technology and possible radar usage. FedEx and UPS/Post Office to be 

contacted to caution their drivers about speeding.  

Parking in cul de sacs continues to be an issue as it potentially impedes emergency vehicles. The 

prohibition against parking in cul de sacs is addressed in the UPCC CC&Rs. 



ACTION: Larry Newman and Randy Bennett - (David Cohen and Gio Cantarella for Police meeting) 

Drone usage and policy. FAA regulations and additional registrations necessary. Altitude restrictions 

apply as well as the fact that we are in a private environment. Any policy needs to have some approved 

usages by CMS, the Golf Course and Realtors with specific householder permission. G Cantarella to 

contact Steve Hatton to precede the Christmas timeframe where visitors might be using drones. 

ACTION: Larry Newman and Gio Cantarella 

CERT Update 

Lloyd Kramer gave an update as to the 21 people to be trained beginning 6 January Surplus radios are 

still a possibility and he will follow this. The Committee is planning to host 2-3 resident seminars with 

the Manatee County Sheriffs Office, Fire department, and Bob Harrigan, ABC-7 Meteorologist. Enjoli  

Collins and Lloyd Kramer will coordinate and determine dates for seminars, to be scheduled during ‘high 

season’ to reach as many residents as possible. 

ACTION: Lloyd Kramer 

Dwelling Live Update  

All in progress with 70% plus having logged on to date. Another email blast went out last night with 

instructions. The email from Mr. Gary Chase regarding reminding those that exit the front gate to 

observe the turn and straight ahead signs posted as well as the road markings so as to avoid accidents 

was tabled and discussed. Reminder will be included in future letters from the committee. 

Other As Appropriate 

The Lansdowne stop sign request was brought up by Larry Newman. Enjoli Collins will attempt to find 

the equipment to enable a speed trend analysis and David Cohen and G Cantarella will do the laser sight 

line investigation in the New Year. 

ACTION: David Cohen and Gio Cantarella 

Harry See brought up the possibility of a low barrier at the lakeside intersection of the Park Blvd and 

Glen Eagles Crossing in order to help prevent another accident of a vehicle entering the lake. CMS to be 

asked to investigate a low barrier/vegetation solution. 

A visitor resident asked that communications in the future be considerate of the recipients’ views and 

softer in nature when announcing new policies. 

 

With no other business to discuss the meeting was adjourned by Dave Cohen at 11:51am. 

Respectfully Submitted 

David Cohen & Gio Cantarella, Co-Chairs 


